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The reactions of N + ( 3P) ions with H 2, H D , D 2 are examined using guided ion beam tandem 
mass spectroscopy. Absolute reaction cross sections are measured from near thermal energies 
to 30 eV relative energy. The low energy cross section behavior is analyzed using empirical 
threshold models and phase space theory. The results are compared to other recent studies of 
the N + +  H 2 system. The reaction endothermicity for N + ( 3P )  +  H 2- »N H + +  H, &U°0 
=  0.033 ±  0.024 eV (0.76 +  0.55 kcal/mol), and the bond energy of N H + , D o (N - H + )
=  3.51 ±  0.03 eV (80.9 ±  0.6 kcal/mol), are derived from the results.

INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen atom transfer reaction

N + (3/>) +  H2-*NH + +  H (1)

has served as a model system in the study of the kinetics and 
dynamics of ion-molecule reactions. Reaction (1) is inter
esting from a dynamics standpoint because it is nearly ther
moneutral and the NH2+ intermediate is a known stable spe
cies. Differential reactive scattering measurements1-6 of 
reaction (1) and its isotopic variants

N + (3P ) + D 2-*ND + +  D, (2)

N  + ( 3P ) +  H D -*NH + +  D (3a)
-*ND+ +  H (3b)

has shown that at low collision energies the reactant mecha
nism involves a long-lived intermediate complex. At higher 
energies, the reaction mechanism becomes direct. The reac
tion dynamics were originally interpreted by Mahan and co
workers1-5 using predictions of the NH2+ potential energy 
surfaces obtained by construction of electronic state correla
tion diagrams.7 Ab initio potential energy surface calcula
tions,8-13 particularly in regions of critical surface crossings 
identified by the correlation diagrams, complement the ex
perimental dynamics studies. The theoretical potential ener
gy surfaces indicate that access to the NH2+ well is permitted 
at low reaction energies, thus promoting a long-lived com
plex mechanism.10,13 Nonadiabatic transitions between low- 
lying electronic surfaces may be responsible for the direct 
reaction mechanism at higher energies.11,12

Interest in reaction (1) has been rekindled recently by 
its role as a possible first step in the synthesis of ammonia in 
interstellar clouds.14 Knowledge of the temperature depen
dence and kinetic energy dependence of the reaction is im
portant for modeling the chemistry of nitrogen-containing 
species under the conditions of interstellar space.15 Since re
action (1) is nearly thermoneutral, the expected tempera
ture dependence of the rate depends critically on the magni
tude and direction of the reaction enthalpy. However, the
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reaction energetics are not known precisely due to experi
mental uncertainties in the heat of formation of N H + .

Experimental reaction rates for reaction (1) at 300 K  
are tabulated in Table I. The most recent experiments indi
cate that the rate at 300 K  is 20%-30% of the collision rate 
predicted by the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson (LGS) 
model for ion-induced dipole interactions.16 Recent experi
ments at very low temperatures have established that the 
reaction rate decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature. 
The reaction has been studied from 8 to 70 K  in a supersonic 
gas jet17 and from 11 to 20 K  in a low temperature ion trap.18 
Arrhenius analysis of these data combined with the 300 K  
reaction rate (Table I )  indicate that reaction (1) has an 
activation energy of either 4 meV17 or 7.4 ±  0.8 meV.18

The rates for reactions (1), (2), and (3) have also been 
measured as a function of relative kinetic energy by the se- 
lected-ion flow/drift tube (SIFDT) technique.19 An analy
sis of the kinetic energy dependence of the reaction rate

TABLE I. N + +  H2- N H + +  H reaction rates at 300 K.

Technique* *(10-10cm3s-1)

FAb,c 4.7
ICRC 4.8
SIFT* 6.4
SIFT 4.8
SIFT* 6.2
SIFDT* 3.7
GBh 3.9 ±  0.8
LGS' 15.8

‘ FA, flowing afterglow; ICR, ion cyclotron resonance; SIF(D)T, selected- 
ion flow (drift) tube; GB; guided beam; LGS, Langevin-Gioumousis-Ste- 
venson collision rate model.

b F. C. Fehsenfeld, A. L. Schmeltekopf, and E. E. Ferguson, J. Chem. Phys. 
46,2802 (1967).

c J. K. Kim, L. P. Theard, and W. T. Huntress, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 62, 45
(1975).

dN. G. Adams and D. Smith, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys. 21, 349
(1976).

* D. Smith, N. G. Adams, and T. M. Miller, J. Chem. Phys. 69,308 (1978). 
fM. Tichy, A. B. Rakshit, D. G. Lister, and N. D. Twiddy, Int. J. Mass 
Spectrom. Ion Phys. 29,231 (1979).

•Reference 19.
11 This work.
‘Reference 16.
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yields an endoergicity (at 300 K ) of 11 +  3 meV for reaction 
(1) and 33 ± 4  meV for reaction (2 ).19 The deviation 
between reactions (1) and (2) is attributable to the different 
zero-point vibrational energies of H2, D2, N H +, and N D +. 
Similarly, the two channels of reaction (3) have different 
energetics due to zero-point energy differences such that re
action (3a) is endothermic by 43 ±  6 meV and reaction 
(3b) is slightly exothermic according to the SIFDT re
sults.19 This variation of the energetics of reactions (1), (2), 
(3a), and (3b) establishes unambiguously that the observed 
activation energies are due to the thermochemical endoergi- 
cities, rather than a potential energy barrier.

The energy spacings of the H2 rotational levels (B e 
=  121.3 cm-1 =  15 meV) are of the same order of magni
tude as the experimental activation energy. Therefore, it is 
important to take into account the rotational energy when 
comparing the activation energies obtained by different ex
periments. The authors of the low temperature experiments 
corrected the activation energies to 0 K  by simply subtract
ing the mean available rotational energy under the experi
mental conditions (taking into account the experimental 
populations of ortho and para hydrogen). This implicitly 
assumes that rotational and kinetic energy are equivalent in 
driving the reaction. The corrected activation energies ob
tained are 22 meV for the gas jet experiment17 and 18.5 meV 
for the ion trap experiment.18 Making the same rotational 
energy correction for the endothermicity derived from the 
300 K  SIFDT results gives a 0 K  endothermicity of 37 +  3 
meV for reaction (1). While the deviations between the var
ious experiments are not large in absolute terms for thermo
chemical measurements of this type, confidence in the en
dothermicity value would be bolstered by better relative 
agreement. The role of rotational energy in promoting the 
reactions needs further consideration.

Surprisingly, there have been no published measure
ments of the absolute integral cross sections for reactions
(1), (2), and (3), although Eisele et al. have reported rela
tive cross sections for reaction (1) from 0.9 to 5.5 eV based 
on measurements on a differential scattering apparatus.6 In 
the present work, guided ion beam techniques are used to 
examine the kinetic energy dependence of the integral reac
tion cross sections. The guided beam technique spans the 
energy range from near thermal to tens of electron volts in 
relative energy. The cross sections at low energies are ana
lyzed to obtain the heats of reaction for comparison with the 
results of the thermal19 and subthermal17,18 rate measure
ments. We discuss how the extracted thermochemical values 
are affected by spin-orbit splittings, excited product states, 
and the assumptions used to analyze the experiments. The 
effect of H2 rotational energy on the reaction cross sections is 
considered both empirically and within the framework of 
phase space theory. The cross section behavior and isotope 
effects are compared to the dynamic information obtained 
by the differential cross section measurements of Mahan and 
co-workers.1-5

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The guided ion beam apparatus and data reduction pro
cedures are described elsewhere.20"22 A  brief outline of the

experimental technique is included here along with details 
pertinent to reactions (1), (2), and (3).

Guided ion beam apparatus

The guided ion beam apparatus is similar to convention
al ion beam/gas cell instruments used to measure total reac
tion cross sections. Ions are extracted from the ion source 
(described below), focused into a beam, and mass analyzed 
in a magnetic sector to select the desired species. The ions are 
then refocused and injected at the desired ion kinetic energy 
into a radio-frequency octopole ion beam guide. The octo
pole is the heart of the apparatus. It creates a radial potential 
well along the axis of the ion beam which traps ions in radial 
directions but does not affect their axial velocities. The octo
pole acts as an ion “pipe” which passes through the gas colli
sion cell and collects scattered product ions with near 100% 
efficiency. This trapping greatly improves the sensitivity 
compared to conventional beam/gas cell instruments and 
avoids artifacts due to different collection efficiencies for 
product ions scattered in different directions. The octopole 
also allows operation of the ion beam at low energies (down 
to 0.1 eV lab), where the beam would become dispersed 
without the trapping field due to space charge effects and 
focusing aberrations. Product ions and unreacted primary 
ions drift to the end of the octopole, are extracted from it, 
mass analyzed with a quadrupole mass filter, and detected 
by secondary electron scintillation and pulse counting elec
tronics.

Reaction cross sections are obtained from the reactant 
and product ion intensities, the gas cell pressure, and the 
estimated reaction path length.20 The relative uncertainty of 
the cross sections at different energies and for different reac
tions is within 5% for cross sections greater than 10~17 cm2 
and is limited by statistical counting uncertainties for 
smaller cross sections. The uncertainty in the absolute mag
nitude of the cross sections is limited mainly by the gas pres
sure measurement and by the estimate of the reaction path 
length. We estimate that the error in the absolute cross sec
tions from all sources is ±  20% 20

The absolute kinetic energy of the ion beam is measured 
by utilizing the octopole itself as a retarding energy analyzer. 
Since the interaction region and the energy analysis region 
are physically the same, ambiguities in the energy calibra
tion due to contact potential differences are avoided. The ion 
beam energy and its spread are determined by fitting a Gaus
sian distribution to the retarding energy curve. The laborato
ry ion energies, E Ub, are converted to center-of-mass frame 
ion energies, Ec m , via the usual stationary target assump
tion20: '

Ecm. =  E lab- m / ( M  +  m) ,  (4)

where M  is the ion mass and m is the target molecule mass. 
The precision of the determination of the energy zero is 
+  0.01 eV lab. Based on comparisons with time-of-flight 

measurements of the ion energy20 and considerations of pos
sible systematic errors,21 the overall accuracy in the energy 
determination is conservatively estimated to be within
i  0.1 eV lab [ ±  13, ±18, and ±  22 meV c.m. for reac
tions (1), (2), and (3), respectively]. At very low ion ener
gies, the slower ions in the ion beam energy distributions are
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not transmitted through the octopole, which results in a nar
rowing of the ion energy distribution. The center-of-mass 
frame energies in the data plot are mean ion energies taking 
into account the truncation of the Gaussian beam distribu
tion.20

N+(3/*) ion source

It is important to avoid contamination of the ion beam 
with metastable excited states of N +. It has been shown3 that 
the early differential scattering measurements1,2,6 are flawed 
by the presence of excited N + in ion beams produced by 
electron impact ionization of N 2. High pressure dc discharge 
and microwave discharge sources also produce appreciable 
amounts (up to 10%) of excited state N + ions.5,23

For the experimental measurements reported herein, 
beams of ground state N + (3P ) are produced using a high 
pressure drift cell ion source. This source is modeled after 
the design of Bowers and co-workers24 and is described in 
detail elsewhere.21 He+ ions produced by electron impact 
ionization are injected into a 2 cm long drift region which 
contains a relatively high pressure (100 to 500 mTorr) of N 2 
gas. The dissociative charge transfer reaction

He+ +  N2-*N + +  N  +  He, A t f= -0 .2 9 e V  (5)

produces nitrogen ions only in the N + ( 3P )  ground state, 
since formation of excited state is endoergic.26,27 Excited 
states could be formed by translationally hot He+ ions, but 
are likely to be quenched by the further collisions with N 2.25 
The ions undergo numerous collisions with the bath gas 
while being drawn through the cell by a weak electric field (1 
to 5 V cm- 1) towards an exit aperture. These collisions ther- 
malize the ions translationally and internally.

The state composition of the N + ion beam is checked by 
monitoring the charge transfer reaction with hydrogen,26

N + (3P ) +  H2^ H  + + N , A H  =  +  0.9 eV, (6)

or the analogous reaction with deuterium at low energies. 
This reaction is endothermic for ground state N + (3P ) , but is 
exothermic for the XD  (1.9 eV), lS (4.0 eV), and higher 
excited states.27 The H2+ charge transfer channel is absent 
below the 0.9 eV threshold for N + beams produced by the 
drift cell source. This confirms that only N + ( 3P )  is present 
in the ion beam. In contrast, N + produced by high energy 
electron impact on N 2 gives rise to a readily observable H2+ 
cross section at low energies.

Preliminary experiments on reactions (1), (2), and (3) 
were performed with two other ion source configurations. In 
one, the drift cell region is filled with N 2 gas and electrons are 
injected through the entrance aperture. N + and N 2+ ions are 
formed by electron impact, but the electron energy is kept 
below the 42 eV threshold26 for formation of N 2 + , which 
would be passed by the initial mass analyzer at the same m/z  
setting as N + . The observation of (N 2)„+ cluster ions up to 
at least n — 3 is evidence that the ions reach thermal equilib
rium via collisions with the N 2 bath gas. In the other source 
configuration, ions initially produced by electron impact on 
N 2 are injected into the drift cell containing argon. Collisions 
with the Ar bath gas are relied upon to quench excited states 
of the N + ions as well as to thermalize the ions translational
ly.

FIG. 1. Ratio of product ion intensity to the incident ion intensity Ip/I0 as a 
function of the H2 gas pressure for reaction (1) at an energy of 0.03 eV c.m. 
The solid circles are the sum of intensities of the primary product ion NH+ 
(open circles), the secondary product ion NH2+ (open triangles), and mi
nor secondary and tertiary products H3+ andNH3+ (not shown).

Experiments using these ion source arrangements were 
performed at different times over the course of a year. The 
three methods of making N + (3P ) gave identical results, 
within statistical uncertainties, both in the magnitude and 
relative behavior of the cross sections for reactions (1), (2), 
and (3). The He+/N2 source was used in the final set of 
experiments, for which full pressure dependence studies 
were performed.

Isotopic reagents

Commercially supplied H2 and D2, 99.99% purity, is 
used. HD gas is synthesized by standard methods28 and has a 
purity of greater than 96%, as determined by mass spectro- 
metric and by Raman spectroscopic analyses. The impuri
ties are H2 and D2 in approximately equal amounts. No cor
rections for these impurities are applied to the data.

Pressure dependence

The pressure in the main reaction cell is generally kept 
low enough to ensure that multiple collisions are improba
ble. “Single collision”  conditions are never strictly applica
ble since there is a finite probability of an incident ion en
countering more than one neutral molecule along its path 
through the reaction cell. The probability of more than one 
collision increases with decreasing ion energy. The require
ments for accurate cross section measurements are that (1) 
double collisions (either sequential or three body) do not 
contribute significantly to the product ion intensity and that
(2) secondary reactions do not significantly reduce the 
product ion intensity. For most systems, these conditions are 
satisfied when the total attenuation of the ion beam is less 
than a few percent.

In the case of reactions (1), (2), and (3) at low energy, 
the following secondary and tertiary reactions can be signifi-
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cant even at the low pressures normally used in the guided 
beam experiments26,29,30:

N H + +  H2-*NH2+ +  H, A H  =  -  1.9 eV,

ENERGY (sK Lab)

^ H 3+ + N ,  A H  =  — 6.2 eV, 

NH2+ +  H2- N H 3+ + H , A H =  -  1.1 eV, 

-H ,+ + N H , A H  =  - 3 . 3  eV.

(7a)
(7b)

(8a)
(8b)

The product ion intensities for reactions (1) and (7a) at 
Ec m =  0.03 eV as a function of pressure are shown in Fig. 1. 
The N H + primary product intensity is linearly dependent 
on pressure at low pressures as expected for a single collision 
process, but deviates at higher pressures due to depletion by 
the secondary reactions. The NH2+ secondary product in
tensity shows quadratic dependence on the H2 pressure. The 
H3+ and NH3+ products (not shown) are an order of magni
tude smaller in intensity than NH2+ . These observations are 
consistent with the known behavior of reactions (7) and
(8). At thermal energies, reaction (7) proceeds at the LGS 
collision rate and produces 85% NH2+ and 15% H3+ .31 The 
thermal rate for reaction ( 8a) is about 20% of the LGS limit 
and reaction (8b) is not observed.31 The sum of the NH + 
primary product and the products of reactions (7) and (8), 
also shown in Fig. 1, has a linear dependence on pressure, 
indicating that there is no significant loss in total ion collec
tion despite the large secondary reaction at higher pressures. 
The slope of this line, which is proportional to the reaction 
cross section,20 is the same as the slope of N H + alone in the 
low pressure limit.

The secondary reactions are significantly only at low ion 
energies ( <0.5 eV lab), for which the product ions have a 
long residence time in the interaction region as they drift 
through the octopole beam guide towards the detector. To 
obtain accurate cross sections, measurements are performed 
at a number of pressures from 0.004 to 0.1 mTorr (0.5 to 13 
Pa) in the reaction cell. The cross sections are then extrapo
lated to zero pressure. For reactions (1) and (2), identical 
results are obtained at the higher pressures by summing the 
primary and secondary product intensities. This verifies that 
all products are collected. In some of the data analysis, cross 
sections obtained by summing the primary and secondary 
products are used as independent data sets for reactions (1) 
and (2). For the reaction with HD, however, mass overlap 
between isotopic variants of the products, in particular N D + 
and NH2+ , prevents such a treatment. For reaction (3), 
therefore, only measurements directly extrapolated to zero 
pressure are used.

REACTION CROSS SECTIONS

Experimental cross sections for reactions (1), (2), and
(3) are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The results 
shown have been extrapolated to zero reactant pressure as 
described above to eliminate the effect of secondary reac
tions. The cross sections are averages of several determina
tions at each energy.

Low energies

The collision cross sections predicted by the LGS mod- 
eji6,32 for tjje ion-induced dipole potential are plotted in

FIG. 2. Cross section for reaction (1) as a function of N + CP)  ion kinetic 
energy in the laboratory frame (upper scale) and the center-of-mass frame 
(lower scale). Each solid circle represents an average of several determina
tions. The broken line gives the cross section predicted by the LGS model 
for ion-molecule reactions. The arrows indicate the 4.S eV thermodynamic 
and 8.4 eV pairwise energy thresholds for product dissociation by process 
(10).

ENERGY (oV. Lab)

..2 10'1 10° 101 102 10 11 i i| i i i i m i | i i i i r i n | i i i i  m i| u

10“
ENERGY (tV. CM)

FIG. 3. Cross sections for reaction of N + (3P) with D2 as a function of the 
ion kinetic energy in the laboratory frame (upper scale) and the center-of- 
mass frame (lower scale). The results for formation of ND+ (circles) rep
resent the average of several determinations. Cross sections for formation of 
D + (triangles) and D2+ (crosses) are a single representative scan. The solid 
curve reproduces the experimental cross section for reaction (1) for com
parison. The broken line gives the collision cross section according to the 
LGS model. The arrows indicate the 4.5 eV thermodynamic and 8.0 eV 
pairwise energy thresholds for product dissociation (see the text).
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ENERGY (tV. Lab)

FIG. 4. Cross sections for reactions (3a) and (3b) as a function of the ion 
kinetic energy in the laboratory frame (upper scale) and the center-of-mass 
frame (lower scale). The cross section for formation of NH+ is given by 
solid circles and the cross section for formation of ND+ is given by open 
squares. The total reaction cross section, dashed line, is compared to the 
cross section for reaction (1), solid line. The LGS model collision cross 
section is shown by the dotted line. The arrows indicate the 4.5 eV thermo
dynamic threshold for product dissociation, the 6.4 eV pairwise dissocia
tion threshold for the ND+ product, and the 11.9 eV pairwise dissociation 
threshold for the NH+ product (see the text).

FIG. 5. Low energy behavior of the cross sections for reactions (1) and (2). 
The points reproduce the experimental data. The short dashed lines show 
the empirical model given by Eq. (12) with n =  0.5 and threshold energies 
given in Table II. The solid curves are the same functions convoluted over 
the experimental energy distributions for comparison with the data. The 
dotted lines are the phase space theory cross sections with the parameters 
listed in Table II. The broken lines show the convoluted versions of the PST 
cross sections.

FIG. 6. Low energy behavior of the cross sections for reaction (3a), solid 
circles, and (3b), open circles. The short dashed lines show the empirical 
model given by Eq. (12) with n =  0.5 and threshold energies given in Table 
II. The solid curves are the same functions convoluted over the experimen
tal energy distributions for comparison with the data. The dotted lines are 
the phase space theory cross sections with the parameters discussed in the 
text. The broken lines show the convoluted versions of the PST cross sec
tions.

Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for comparison to experiment. In the low 
energy region, the energy dependence of the total cross sec
tions is similar to the cr(E) ozE~1/2 behavior predicted by 
the LGS model. However, the magnitudes are smaller than 
the LGS model, ranging from 23% to 46% of crLQS below 0.5 
eV.

The low-energy behavior of reactions (1), (2), (3a), 
and (3b) is compared on an expanded scale in Figs. 5 and 6. 
These plots show clear deviations among the various isoto
pic channels. The cross sections for reactions (2) and (3a) 
have a significantly smaller slope at low energies than reac
tions (1) and ( 3b). This behavior is attributable to the larger 
reaction endothermicities of reactions (2) and (3a) due to 
vibrational zero-point energy differences. According to the 
SIFDT study,19 the reaction endothermicities at 300 K are
11 ±  3 meV, 34 ±  4 meV, 45 ±  6 meV, and < 0 for reactions 
(1), (2), (3a), and (3b), respectively. Energy barriers of 
this magnitude are not observed as distinct thresholds in the 
apparent cross sections due to experimental energy broaden
ing, but the deviations in the cross section behavior at low 
energies are clearly due to these differences in energetics. In 
a later section, the energy dependence of the cross sections is 
analyzed to obtain estimates of the reaction thresholds.

Intermediate energies

Above about 0.5 eV, the apparent cross sections for re
actions (1) and (2) exhibit subtle changes in slopes (Figs. 2 
and 3). The energy dependence of the cross sections from 0.5 
to 3.5 eV is E  ~ m with m =  0.54 ±  0.01 for reaction (1) and 
m =  0.61 ±  0.01 for reaction (2). This decline is slightly
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steeper than the m =  0.5 slope predicted by the LGS colli
sion model, suggesting that the reactions become less effi
cient with increasing energy. Changes in behavior are also 
apparent in the cross sections for reactions (3a) and (3b) 
beginning about 1 eV. Below this energy, N H + is formed 
preferentially except at the lowest energies where the reacti
vity is dominated by the different endothermicities for the 
two channels. Above 1 eV, the fraction of N H + produced 
begins to decrease with increasing energy such that N D + is 
favored above 2.5 eV.

This behavior correlates with the onset of asymmetric 
scattering in the differential scattering measurements of Ma
han and co-workers,5 although these studies suggest that a 
long-lived NH2+ complex mechanism predominates below
2.0 eV. The different behavior above this energy was inter
preted as indicating either an intermediate complex with a 
shorter lifetime or a more direct reaction mechanism.

A  rationale for this change in behavior is provided by 
potential energy surface calculations.10,13 This work shows 
that at low energies the N + +  H2 reactants can follow an 
adiabatic path to the 6 eV deep NH2+ C B ^ A  " )  potential 
well via an avoided crossing in Cs symmetry with the 
3A 2- 3A * surface, which is the only attractive surface at long 
range. At higher energies there is a high probability for tran
sitions to the upper surface, i.e., diabatically going to 
NH2+ C A 2 ), which has a 2.6 eV potential well. An estimate10 
of the transition probabilities gives 0.53 at 0.5 eV, increasing 
to 0.73 at 1.0 eV, both for an expanded H-H distance of 3.5 
bohr. I f  the H-H  coordinate is further expanded to 4.0 bohr, 
the transition probabilities are greater than 90%. The rela
tive probabilities of product formation from the 3B 1 and 3A 2 
intermediates are unknown, but the present results suggest 
that trajectories which hop to the upper surface lead to prod
ucts less often and react via a different mechanism than those 
trajectories which sample the NH2+ ( 3B t) well.

High energies
The cross sections for reactions (1), (2), and (3) begin 

decreasing more rapidly with increasing energy above about 
4 eV. This decline correlates with the onset of N H + product 
dissociation. The lowest-energy dissociation process is disso
ciative charge transfer,

N + ( 3/>) + H 2( 12 ) - [ N H + (2n ) +  H (2S')]

- + N ( 4S)  +  H+ ( 15) +  H (2S), (9) 

A H  =  3.5 eV.

However, this dissociation of NH + (2IJ) into the ground 
states of N  +  H + is spin forbidden. Indirect collision in
duced dissociation,

N + (3/>) +  Ha( 12 )- * [N H + (2n ) +  H (2S )]

- N + (3/>) + H (25) + H (2S), (10) 

A H  =  4.5 eV,
is the spin-allowed decomposition channel for N H + (2II). 
The total cross sections for reactions (1), (2), and (3) ex
hibit a definite break, the beginning of the high-energy decay 
region, which occurs at the threshold energy of process (10) 
rather than process (9), as illustrated by arrows at 4.5 eV in

Figs. 2, 3, and 4. This conclusion is substantiated using a 
statistical model for the high energy decay which has been 
described elsewhere.33 Reasonable fits are obtained for a di
atomic dissociation energy D  =  4.5, but not for D  =  3.5 
ev 34 This strongly implies that process (10) is the predomi
nant dissociation process, at least near the thermodynamic 
threshold, and hence that spin is conserved. At higher ener
gies, dissociation to ground state N (4S ) +  H + ( 1S)  may be
come spin allowed via excited N H + intermediates.

For direct impulsive reaction mechanisms, product dis
sociation cannot occur at the thermodynamic threshold, but 
rather is shifted to higher energies because some energy is 
tied up in product translation. The effective interaction ener
gy for a mechanism in which the N + interacts in a pairwise 
impulsive fashion with only one hydrogen or deuterium 
atom has been derived previously.35 The effective pairwise 
energy threshold, Es , for dissociation of the putative NH + 
or ND + product via process (9) [or via process (10), in 
brackets] is 6.6 eV [8.4 eV] for N + +  H2 and 6.3 eV [8.0 
eV] for N + +  D2. For the reaction with HD, Es =  9.4 eV 
[11.9 eV] for NH + +  D intermediates and Es =  5.0 eV 
[6.4 eV] for N D + +  H. The lower dissociation energy for 
N D + products manifests itself by an earlier falloff for reac
tion (3b) compared to reaction (3a), Fig. 4, giving rise to a 
very strong intramolecular isotope effect in the high energy 
region. This behavior supports the view that the reaction 
mechanism involves direct, impulsive behavior at these high 
energies.

The familiar spectator stripping (SS) model36 is a spe
cial case of a pairwise impulsive process. The pairwise disso
ciation thresholds, Es, are identical to the SS critical ener
gies, above which diatomic products cannot be formed 
because they have too much internal energy and are unstable 
to dissociation. The SS critical energies do not correlate with 
any sharp feature in the reaction cross sections, but rather 
fall in the middle of the high-energy decay region (Figs. 2,3, 
and 4). Some blurring of a sharp dissociation could result if 
both process (9) and process (10) occur in this region. 
However, stable diatomic products are observed far above 
the critical energies. This indicates that more of the available 
energy is distributed into product translation than in the 
spectator stripping model. Conversely, the decline in the re
action cross sections before the pairwise dissociation thresh
olds indicate that more energy can go into internal modes 
than predicted by the pairwise impulsive model.

The foregoing interpretation is consistent with the dif
ferential scattering results4,5 which indicate that reaction
(1) becomes increasingly direct at high energies, evolving 
from symmetric scattering at low energies to peaking at the 
spectator stripping velocity at collision energies just below 
the critical energy. At energies above the spectator stripping 
critical energy, the spectator stripping peak diminishes as 
expected and is replaced by sideways scattering. However, 
substantial wide-angle scattering is observed throughout the 
energy range examined. This indicates a wide distribution of 
energies in translational and internal degrees of freedom.

The energy dependence of the cross sections in the fall
off region, 7 to 20 eV, is E  ~ 3-2± ai for reaction (1) and 
E  -  38± 02 for reaction (2). Above about 20 eV, the cross
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sections decline even more rapidly. At these energies, reac
tions (1) and (2) have an energy dependence of a (E )  
ozE ~ 5-5± 0 2. This behavior suggests that at very high ener
gies, stable products cannot be formed by any mechanism 
and hence the cross section rapidly goes to zero. The E  ~ 5 5 
energy dependence matches that derived by Bates et al. 3 7  for 
an impulsive capture model, although their calculations ap
ply to kilovolt or higher ion energies.

Other product channels

Figure 3 also presents cross sections for additional prod
uct channels for N + ( 3P )  +  D2: formation of D2+ by charge 
transfer, reaction (6), and formation of D + , either by disso
ciative charge transfer, reaction (9), or by the reaction26,30

N + (3P ) +  D2-*D + +  ND, A H  =  0.14 ±  0.06 eV. (11)

Measurement of these reaction channels with the guided 
beam apparatus is difficult, for the following reasons. Since 
the D + and D2+ product channels do not include the heavy 
nitrogen atom in the ionic product, backwards scattering in 
the lab frame is kinematically possible. Collection of back- 
scattered products can be achieved in the guided beam tech
nique, but requires special precautions (as described pre
viously20) which were not taken for the data presented in 
Fig. 3. Low-mass products may also be subject to mass dis
crimination in the final quadrupole mass spectrometer. The 
data shown are not corrected for mass discrimination. At 
high energies ( >  20 eV lab), products from charge transfer 
reactions are not efficiently transmitted through the quadru
pole due to their small laboratory kinetic energies.20 For 
these reasons, the cross sections for reactions (6), (9), and
(11) in Fig. 3 may have low absolute magnitudes and should 
be considered qualitative. Results are presented only for the 
deuterium reactions since the quadrupole resolution and 
transmission problems are more severe for H + and H2+ 
products. The pressure dependence of the product intensi
ties confirms that they are primary reaction products and are 
not due to secondary collisions. The D + and D2+ data shown 
in Fig. 3 represent a single representative energy scan, while 
the N D + results are averaged from several determinations 
and therefore have less scatter.

The D + and D2+ product channels are of minor impor
tance compared to formation of ND + over the energy range 
covered here. The D2+ charge transfer product exhibits an 
apparent threshold which coincides with the 0.9 eV endoth
ermicity for the reaction with ground state N + ( 3P ) ions. 
The scattered data at lower energies are base line noise. The 
absence of D2+ at low energies confirms that the ion beam is 
not contaminated with excited states of N + . The cross sec
tion rises to at least 5 % of the cross section of reaction (2) at
3 to 4 eV. The apparent decline at higher energies is probably 
due to the detection problems discussed above. Mahan and 
Ruska4 inferred from the low intensity of nonreactive scat
tering and the observation of slow ionic products that charge 
transfer is the dominant reaction channel in the 6 to 15 eV 
range. The charge transfer cross section at kilovolt ion ener
gies is (3-4) X 10“ 16 cm2 for N + +  H2.38

Atomic D + ions are observed well below the 3.5 eV 
threshold for dissociative charge transfer, reaction (9), indi-

ENERGY (aV. Lab)

FIG. 7. Cross sections for reaction (2) with ground state N + (3P) ions 
(line) are compared with the results for N + ions formed by electron impact 
at 160 eV electron energy (points).

eating that the neutral product must be diatomic ND, reac
tion (11). The D + cross section exhibits an apparent thresh
old which, considering the effects of the experimental energy 
broadening, is consistent with the 0.14 +  0.06 eV endother
micity derived from literature thermochemistry.26,30,39 Due 
to the qualitative nature of the data, no attempt was made to 
determine the experimental threshold energy quantitatively. 
D + is not observed at high energies in the falloff region for 
the ND + cross section. This is another indication that the 
main dissociation channel is N + +  D +  D.

Excited state reactant ions

Experiments were also performed with N + ions formed 
directly by electron impact ionization without undergoing 
collisions in the drift cell. At high electron energies, electron 
impact is expected to make an appreciable fraction of meta
stable excited states of N + and also to produce N f+ , which 
is passed by the initial magnetic momentum analyzer along 
with N + .

The cross sections of reaction (2) for N + ( 3P )  produced 
by the drift cell ion source and for N + produced by 160 eV 
electron impact are compared in Fig. 7. Experiments per
formed with ions made with an electron energy of 3 8 eV gave 
cross sections intermediate in magnitude between the 
ground state N + (3i >) and the 160 eV electron impact N + 
results shown in Fig. 7. At low energies, the cross section for 
the beam containing excited states is up to 50% larger than 
for ground state ions. I f  we assume that excited states react 
with a cross section given by the LGS collision model as an 
upper limit, we can estimate a lower limit of about 30% for 
the fraction of reactive excited states in the ion beam. This is 
consistent with Mahan and co-workers,5,23 who found popu-
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lations of roughly 50% N + * and 10% N j+ from 160 eV 
electron impact on N2. At high energies, the cross section for 
the mixed state beam declines with an energy dependence 
similar to N + ( 3P ) ,  but the cross section magnitude is slight
ly smaller above 3 eV. The lower reactivity of the excited 
states in the high energy region is consistent with a lower 
threshold energy for product dissociation for excited reac
tants, analogous to processes (9) and (10).

The large difference between the apparent cross sections 
for the ion beam with excited states and the cross sections for 
ground state N + ( 3P )  demonstrates the importance of char
acterizing the internal energy of the reactant ions. The pres
ent results confirm the inference of Mahan and co-workers5 
that the reaction cross section of the excited state ( s) is much 
larger than that of the ground state in this energy region. For 
this reason, excited states dominate the differential scatter
ing at low energies whenever they are present in substantial 
quantities.

THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR

The threshold behavior of the cross sections for reac
tions (1), (2), and (3) is obscured by experimental energy 
broadening. In this section, procedures to extract threshold 
energies from the experimental data are described.

Energy broadening

The random thermal motion of the target gas and the 
ion beam energy spread create a distribution of interaction 
energies for each nominal ion energy. The broadening is 
especially severe for energies E <  0.1 eV c.m., where thresh
olds in the microscopic cross sections for reactions (1), (2), 
and (3) are expected. Mathematical derivations of the effect 
of the energy distributions on the observed cross sections 
have been presented previously.20,22,40,41

The broadening effect due to reactant gas thermal mo
tion at low ion energies may be conceptually understood as 
follows. For very small ion beam velocities, the relative ener
gy distribution is determined primarily by the Maxwell- 
Boltzmann distribution of the thermal target gas. At 300 K, 
the thermal distribution extends to energies above the 
thresholds for reactions (1), (2), and (3). Therefore, ions 
passing through the gas cell with little or no energy will react 
at a constant, near-thermal rate. The extent of reaction, then, 
is proportional to the residence time of the ions in the inter
action region. The residence time is given by Q /v, where Q  is 
the path length and v is the ion velocity. Since Q / v < x E ~ '12, 
the apparent cross sections tend toward the behavior cr(E) 
a .E ~ xn as E - * 0, regardless of the functional form of the 
true cross section.

Broadening from the ion beam energy spread is negligi
ble compared to broadening from target gas motion at mod
erate and high energies, but is significant at low energies 
where the ion energy spread is large relative to the mean ion 
energy. At very low energies, slow ions are truncated from 
the Gaussian energy distribution, resulting in a narrowing 
distribution as the energy is decreased. These effects are de
scribed in detail elsewhere.20,22,42

Despite the extent of energy broadening in this case, 
information about the behavior of the true cross sections can 
be inferred from the experimental cross sections. Methods 
for extracting the true cross sections from the energy-broad
ened observed cross sections have been treated previous
ly.20,22 This involves forward convolution of a model cross 
section over the experimental energy distribution for com
parison with the data. The model cross section is then adjust
ed to achieve the best fit to the experimental data. The true 
cross section cannot be uniquely determined, however, and 
prior assumptions about the form of the true cross section 
are necessary. In the following, we use several empirical

TABLE II. Cross section model parameters and threshold energies.*

Cross section form cr(E)

Reactant AG(0)b ( E - E T) in ( E - E TY [ E - E r + E (J )]m [ E - E T + E (J )] m
p s r^  E ^  E au " ' E °u E + E (J )

(1) -82 .6 E T =  14.0 
cr0 =  6.34

E t = 15.4
C7b= 6.11
n =  0.48

ET =  34.1 
<70 =  6.47

E t =  23.4 
cr0 =  6.48

AJ?0=  18.2 
cr0 - 2.69

(2) -55 .0 E T =  25.8 
<r0=  5.70

E t =  21.9 
<t0=  6.14 
n =  0.56

ET -  53.2 
( t0 =  5.87

E t =  45.3 
a0 =  5.82

A£0 =  36.7 
a 0 =  2.44

(3a) -47.1 E T =  34.8 
a 0 =  3.79

E t =  27.4 
a 0 =  4.44 
n =  0.61

Er  =  68.3 
a 0 =  4.01

E t =  62.7 
£T0=  4.18

(3b) -97.1 E T = 8.5 
a 0 2.88

E t =  10.7 
<r„ =  2.73 
n =  0.47

E t =  23.9 
a 0 =  2.87

E t — 19.1 
a 0 =  2.95

& E / 116 ±  12' 114± 16e 115 i  5 108 ± 7 96 ± 6

•Parameters optimized as described in the text. A ll energies in meV units. 
bChange in vibrational zero-point energy (meV), from data in Table III.
“Phase space theory.
dVibrationless change in energy, &Ee = E T -  AG(0). Values are the averages for reactions (1), (2), (3a), and (3b), ±  1 standard deviation. 
‘ Corrected to 0 K  by adding the mean rotational energy of hydrogen reactant (see the text).
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TABLE III. Molecular constants.

Species D°0 (eV) a , (cm ') a>'X, (cm *) B, (cm ') G(0)*

NH+ (JT2n ) 3.51 ±0.03b 3038' 58c 15.67° 0.1865
ND+ ( ^ 2n ) 3.56 ±  0.03b 2218° 31c 8.35c 0.1365
H2( '2 + ) 4.478 l d 4401.2d 121.33“ 60.853“ 0.2691
H D ('2 + ) 4.5138“ 3813.15“ 91.65d 45.66“ 0.2336
D2( ’X+ ) 4.5563d 3115.50d 61.82d 30.443“ 0.1915

* Zero-point vibrational energy, G(0) a t/1  — in eV.
b This work.
CI. Kusunoki and Ch. Ottinger, J. Chem. Phys. 80,1872 (1984).
dK. P. Huber andG. Herzberg, Constants o f Diatomic Molecules (Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1979).

cross section models and a phase space theory model to ana
lyze the low energy cross sections.

Power law threshold model

An empirical power law threshold form has proven use
ful for modeling the behavior of a number of endothermic 
ion-molecule reactions.21,33,35,43 This function is given by

a ( E ) = a 0- ( E - E T) n/ E m i fE > E T,

a ( E ) =  0 H E < E t , (12)

where E  is the relative kinetic energy of the reactants, E r is 
the threshold energy, a0 is an energy-independent scaling 
factor, and n and m are either derived from a theoretical 
model or are adjustable parameters. A  model44 for endoergic 
ion-molecule reactions based on the long range ion-induced 
dipole potential predicts n =  0.5 and m =  1. A  variant of 
this model, in which n is allowed to vary, gives reasonable 
fits to the data for the related C+ +  H2-»CH+ +  H reac
tion, which has a known threshold energy of ~0.4 eV.21 The 
hard-sphere line-of-centers model,45 »  =  m =  1, often is 
found to describe the behavior of endothermic reactions 
with higher thresholds, for example, Si+ +  H2-*SiH+ +  H, 
£ r =:1.19eV.46

Equation (12) was optimized to fit the cross section 
data up to 0.5 eV with a fixed value of m =  1 and n either 
fixed at 0.5 or optimized as an adjustable parameter. The 
results are given in Table II. The n =  0.5 model cross section 
and its convolution is compared to the data in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Note that when n is allowed to vary, it maintains values from 
0.47 to 0.61, near the ion-induced dipole model of tt =  0.5, 
for all four reactions. The slope of the experimental cross 
sections above about 0.1 eV requires that (n — m ) ~  — 0.5 
in Eq. (12). This tends to exclude values of n and m which 
greatly differ from the ion-induced dipole model.

Considering the uncertainties of the fitting procedure 
and the variance of values obtained from independent sets of 
data, we estimate the uncertainties for the threshold energies 
given in Table II are ±  5 meV. This does not include system
atic errors due to the assumption of a particular cross section 
model or errors in the experimental energy calibration. The 
threshold values obtained with the n =  0.5, m =  1 model 
agree within combined uncertainties with the threshold ob
tained when n is allowed to vary, Table II. The threshold 
values are also in reasonable agreement with the uncorrected 
activation energies obtained from the SIFDT19 experiments: 
13 ±  3 meV for reaction (1), 34 ±  4 meV for reaction (2),

and 45 ±  6 meV for reaction (3a). The SIFDT results indi
cate that reaction (3b) is slightly exothermic, while we ob
tain a small positive threshold energy.

Vibrational zero-point energy

In order to compare the threshold energies obtained for 
the various isotopic reactions, we define a vibrationless ener
gy change given by AEe =  E T — AG(0), where AG(0) is 
the change in diatomic zero point vibrational energies, 
G(0),47 for the reaction. The diatomic vibrational frequen
cies are tabulated in Table III and AG(0) is listed in Table II. 
I f  the variation in threshold energies for reactions (1), (2), 
(3a), and (3b) is due solely to the difference in zero point 
energies, AEe should have the same value for all four reac
tions. The average of the AE e values for the four reactions 
are 91 ±  12 meV for the fits with n =  0.5 and 89 ±  16 meV 
with n variable. The error limits are one standard deviation. 
Treating the SIFDT results19 for reactions (1), (2), and 
(3a) in a similar way yields AEe — 92 ±  8 meV, in good 
agreement with our result.

The standard deviations of the AEe values provide an 
indication of how well the empirical threshold values follow 
the difference in zero point energies. Based on the ±  5 meV 
uncertainty in the individual E T values, the propagated er
ror in the average value of AEe is ±2.5 meV. Thus, the 
±12  and ±16  meV observed standard deviations of the 

values of AE e are larger than that expected due to statistical 
error. This indicates that the variation of the E T values, as 
derived for this form of the model cross section, does not 
exactly correspond to the zero point energy differences.

Rotational energy

The preceding analysis ignores the hydrogen reactant 
rotational energy. As a first approximation, one can correct 
AE e for the reactant rotational energy by adding in the mean 
rotational energy available under the experimental condi
tions ( ~ 0.025 eV at 305 K ). The resulting corrected values 
for AE e are shown in Table II. This correction assumes that
(1) rotational energy can drive the reaction as efficiently as 
translational energy and that (2) the rotational energy may 
be treated in an average fashion, rather than for individual 
rotational states. The first assumption will be discussed be
low. The second approximation is questionable since the hy
drogen rotational energy spacings are of the same order of 
magnitude as the reaction endothermicities. Moreover, at
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305 K  some of the populated rotational states have sufficient 
energy to make the reaction with N + exothermic.

A  better treatment of rotational energy is given by an 
explicit sum of Eq. (12) over the individual rotational states:

otE ) = £ / ( / ) -ct(£,/), (13a)
j

where

a ( E J )  = a 0- [ E - E T +  E r{ J ) ]  °' 5/ E

i f E > E T - E r( J ) > 0 ,  (13b)

a ( E J )  =  0 if E r -  E r ( J ) > E >  0, ( 13c)

cr(E J ) = a 0- E ' M  \fET -  E r(J )<0,  (13d)

f ( J )  is the fractional population48 of rotational level J, and 
E r (J )  =  Be J (J  +  1) is the rotational energy. The H2, HD, 
and D2 rotational constants, Be, are listed in Table III. Equa
tion (13d) makes the assumption that if the reaction is ex
othermic due to rotational energy, then the cross section is 
proportional to the collision cross section according to the 
LGS model. Only the n =  0.5, m =  1 form of the power law 
model cross section is used for simplicity and because similar 
results are obtained for Eq. (12) with either n =  0.5 or n 
variable.

Optimized values of E r from fits of Eq. (13) to the data 
are presented in Table II. The average value for AEe corre
sponds quite closely with those obtained by fitting Eq. (12) 
and correcting it by the mean rotational energy. This lends 
support for use of the simpler form.49 The spread in the AEe 
values is given by a standard deviation of 5 meV, which is 
smaller than for the fits to Eq. (12) and indicates that the 
derived threshold energies follow variations in AG (0 )  more 
closely. This suggests that the explicit treatment of the rota
tional energy levels in Eq. (13) more accurately models the 
energy dependence of the cross sections for the four reac
tions.

An alternate model replaces the relative kinetic energy 
E  in the denominator of Eq. (13b) with the total energy 
[ E  + E r ( J ) ] .  Some theoretical treatments support this 
form of the cross section.50 The threshold energies obtained 
using this form of the cross section are also given in Table II. 
The threshold values are systematically lower than those ob
tained with the unmodified form of Eq. (13), leading to a 
AE e value which is about 7 meV lower. It is not clear which 
of these two approaches is better from a theoretical stand
point for this system.

All four empirical models give similar values for AE e 
after correction for the rotational energy, Table II. The as
sumption that rotational energy is completely available to 
drive the reaction, however, is faulty. Conservation of total 
angular momentum requires that the angular momentum 
due to rotationally excited reactants be matched in the prod
ucts either as rotation of the NH + or N D + product or as 
orbital angular momentum of the products. Either way, 
some of the total energy of reactants will be tied up as rota
tional energy in the products and cannot be used to drive the 
reaction. Therefore, the effective threshold energy for J  > 0 
is expected to be slightly higher than the value obtained by 
requiring only that total energy is conserved.

PHASE SPACE THEORY

A  more sophisticated treatment of rotational energy re
quires a model which explicitly conserves both energy and 
total angular momentum. Phase space theory51,52 is a statis
tical model which does this. Its basic assumption is that there 
is a region of strong interaction of the reactants from which 
the system decomposes statistically into all accessible reac
tant and product states. The N + +  H2 system should be a 
good candidate for PST since the deep NH2+ potential well 
can support a long-lived intermediate. Differential scatter
ing measurements indicate that the intermediate lasts for at 
least several vibrational periods and perhaps a rotational pe
riod.5 We recently applied a semiempirical form of classical 
phase space theory53,54 to the C+ -I- H2 system.55 The same 
methods are used here. In the semiempirical form of PST, 
the reaction endothermicity is treated as an adjustable pa
rameter. In addition, a scaling factor is used to compensate 
for the experimental uncertainty in the absolute magnitudes 
of the cross sections. Molecular constants required as input 
to the PST program are tabulated in Table III.

Following the method of Herbst and Knudson,56 elec
tronic degeneracy factors are used to specify which of the 
reactant and product electronic surfaces are accessible to the 
complex. The electronic state correlations of Mahan and co
workers5 and the theoretical potential energy surface calcu
lations9,10,13 indicate which surfaces are accessible. For reac
tants, only one of the three triply degenerate surfaces in the 
entrance channel leads to the NH2+ intermediate without an 
energy barrier. The product channel has one triply degener
ate accessible surface.57

The results of the classical phase space theory calcula
tions for reactions (1) and (2) are presented in Fig. 5 and 
Table II. We find a threshold energy for / =  0 of 18 ±  5 meV 
for reaction (1) and 37 ±  5 for reaction (2). These give rea
sonable fits to the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 5, 
although the fits are not as good as for the empirical models. 
The AEe value obtained from these two PST fits is 96 ±  6 
meV, that is, 10 to 20 meV lower than those obtained from 
the empirical cross section models. This is expected because 
not all of the rotational energy is available to drive the reac
tion. Therefore, the endoergicity used in the PST model 
must be lower to compensate. To fit the data, the magnitudes 
of the PST cross sections must be scaled up by factors of 
<70 =  2.69 and a0 =  2.44 for reactions (1) and (2), respec
tively.

For reaction (3), no value for the reaction endothermi
city in PST adequately reproduces the experimental cross 
sections for both the N H + and N D + channels. Figure 6 
compares the experimental cross sections for reactions (3a) 
and (3b) to a PST calculation using activation energies 
based on AEe =  96, as obtained from reactions (1) and (2), 
and <T0 =  2.80. The PST cross sections are qualitatively simi
lar to the experiment, but the isotopic branching ratio clearly 
does not match the data quantitatively. Work on other sys
tems (C + +  H D ,55 V + +  H D ,58 Si+ +  H D 59) has shown 
that PST is generally less successful in describing isotope 
effects than in reproducing the energy dependence of the 
total cross sections. The deviation from experiment is rather 
extreme in this case; therefore, no thermochemical informa
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tion for the HD reaction can be obtained using semiempiri- 
cal PST. Furthermore, the discrepancies for reaction (3) 
mean that the PST results for reactions (1) and (2) can be 
called into question.

The partial failure of PST could be attributed to nonsta- 
tistical behavior (i.e., dynamical effects), despite the expec
tation of statistical behavior for this system at low energies. 
However, the culprit could also be deficiencies of classical 
PST, where the rotational density of states for each channel 
is treated as a continuous classical distribution. Classical 
PST was shown to give nearly identical results as the quan
tum version for the C+ +  H2 reaction.53 For the N + +  H2 
reaction, however, the rotational levels of the reactants and 
products have energy spacings which are of the same order 
of magnitude as the endoergicity. Therefore, the statistical 
decomposition of the NH2+ intermediate may depend in a 
critical way on the availability of the discrete rotational lev
els of products or reactants. This may affect the absolute 
magnitudes of the PST cross sections as well as the isotopic 
branching.

For similar reasons, the treatment of nuclear spin statis
tics in the PST60 may be important for this system. I f  the 
nuclear spins are “ frozen” during the reactions, some rota
tional energy levels of para and ortho hydrogen in the 
N + +  H2 channel will not be available upon decomposition 
of the intermediate. For other ion-molecule systems studied, 
it is not important whether nuclear spins are frozen or are 
fully coupled to other angular momenta in the phase space 
calculations.53-60 This system would be an interesting case 
for the treatment of internal rotation and nuclear spin in 
quantum mechanical PST.

REACTION RATES

Direct comparison of our cross sections, cr(Ec.m ), to 
the SIFDT hyperthermal rate measurements, k (E ) ,  and the 
thermal rates, k (T ) ,  is not possible because of the different 
translational and internal energy distributions in the various 
experiments. In principle, the microscopic cross sections can 
be integrated over the energy distributions under the condi
tions of each experiment to reproduce the data. In this sec
tion, we use the inferred forms of the true cross sections, 
Table II, to obtain reaction rates for comparison to the pre
vious experiments.

Thermal reaction rates may be obtained by integrating 
the cross sections over a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of 
translational energies.20,21 For this purpose, the true uncon- 
voluted cross sections must be used rather than the energy- 
broadened observed cross sections. Therefore, the accuracy 
of the derived reaction rates depends on our ability to deter
mine the true cross sections. Averaging the rates based on 
each of the empirical cross section models described above, 
we obtain the following 300 K  rate coefficients: k{ =  3.9 
±0.8, £2=1 .7±0.4 , and /t3 =  2.7±0.6 (34% N H +/ 
66% ND + ), all in units of 10“ 10 cm3 s_1. Good agreement 
with other recent determinations is obtained for kv Table I. 
Adams and Smith19 measured 300 K  rates for the other iso
topic reactions also, obtaining k2 =  1.3 ±  0.3 and k3 =  3.5 
±  O.9.61 These agree with the present results within the un
certainties. However, Adams and Smith obtain a branching

ratio of 15% N H +/85% N D + for reaction (3), i.e., favor
ing ND + production more than our result. An error in favor 
of ND + could occur due to the fast secondary reaction 
N H + + H D -»N H 2+ + D , since NH2+ and ND + are de
tected at the same mass. In the present experiments, careful 
extrapolation of the cross sections for each channel to zero 
pressure eliminates this problem.

To obtain rates at low temperatures, the hydrogen rota
tion state population must be considered as well as the trans
lational energy distribution. Under the conditions of the gas 
jet experiment,17 rotational states are cooled to the reaction 
temperature, but with a normal 3:1 population of ortho to 
para hydrogen. In the low temperature ion trap experi
ment,18 partial ortho/para equilibration could occur via ex
change reactions on the walls of the inlet system.62 For com
parison to these results, we calculate the phase space theory 
rate constant at 10 K  for both normal and equilibrium hy
drogen. Using the AE 0 =  18.2 meV value obtained by fitting 
PST to the cross section data, we obtain ^ ( lO K )  =  7.3 
X 10~20 cm3s_1 for equilibrium hydrogen (virtually all 
/ = 0 )  andfc^lOK) =  4.3X10“ 16 cm3 s-1 for normal hy
drogen. Even the normal hydrogen rate is several orders of 
magnitude smaller than the rates obtained in the gas jet, 
~ 6 x l0 -12 cm3s“ V 7 and the ion trap, ~ l x l 0 ~ 13 
cm3 s_1.18,63 To match the 10 K  rates using PST, the reac
tion endothermicity must be lowered to AE0~  10 meV for 
the gas jet rate and &E0~  13 meV for the ion trap rate (both 
for normal hydrogen). Differences of only a few millielec- 
tron volts in the reaction endothermicity produces enor
mous changes in the 10 K  rate constant, mainly due to the 
Boltzmann factor exp( — AE  /kB T ) . Under the present ex
perimental conditions, the cross sections are much less sensi
tive to A£0, such that it is very difficult to extrapolate the 
results to low temperatures. Our data are consistent with the 
low temperature rate measurements within the experimental 
uncertainty of AE0. A  further uncertainty in this comparison 
is that the deficiencies of classical PST, discussed above, may 
be exacerbated at low temperatures and thus may affect the 
comparisons made here.

Next, we wish to compare the present results to the ener
gy dependent rate measured by the SIFDT technique.19 The 
ion translational energy distributions under the conditions 
of the SIFDT experiment are not easily characterized.64 As a 
crude but reasonable approximation for low drift velocities, 
we use the energy distribution for monoenergetic ions (zero 
temperature) passing through a Maxwell-Boltzmann distri
bution of neutral molecules. The convolution function for 
this distribution has been given by Chantry.40 It also corre
sponds to the energy distribution in beam/gas experiments 
for a monoenergetic ion beam. For comparison to the 
SIFDT results, we first convolute one of the model cross 
sections from Table II, then convert the resulting effective 
cross section into a phenomenological rate as a function of 
the mean interaction energy, k ( ( E ) ) ,  as described previous
ly,20 and finally present the data in the form of a pseudo- 
Arrhenius plot, \ak vs 1 / ( E ) ,  as given by Adams and 
Smith19 for the SIFDT results. The results for Eq. (12) with 
n =  0.5 and E T values from Table II are shown in Fig. 8. The 
other fits to the cross section data yield pseudo-Arrhenius
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FIG. 8. Pseudo-Arrhenius plot of the phenomenological rate constants as a 
function of the inverse mean interaction energy. The curves show the em
pirical cross section model, Eq. (12) with n =  0.S and threshold energies 
given in Table II, convoluted over the experimental energy distribution in 
the limit of monoenergetic ions. Solid curves show reactions (1) and (2); 
dashed curves show reactions (3a) and (3b). These curves are compared 
with the hyperthermal rate data from selected-ion flow/drift tube studies of 
Adams and Smith (Ref. 19): solid circles, reaction (1); solid squares, reac
tion (2); upright open triangles, reaction (3a); and inverted open triangles, 
reaction (3b).

derived from the ion beam results show definite curvature 
and the averages value of the slopes, E'a, do not exactly cor
respond to the threshold energies in Eq. (12). For example, 
the slope of the pseudo-Arrhenius plot for reaction (1) at 
low energies yields E ' s:7 meV, as compared to the thresh
old value of E t =  15.4 meV. This deviation is not due to 
fundamental non-Arrhenius behavior, since it can be shown 
analytically that the true Arrhenius activation energy is 
identically equal to the threshold, i.e., Ea =  E t , for this par
ticular form of the cross section, Eq. (12) with n =  O.5.65 
Rather, the nonthermal energy distributions are responsible 
for the deviation. The other model cross sections do exhibit 
curvature in a true Arrhenius plot and therefore have some
what different curvature in the pseudo-Arrhenius plots (not 
shown). Furthermore, convolution over the ion energy 
spread (in addition to the thermal motion of the target gas) 
introduces additional curvature in the pseudo-Arrhenius 
plot and results in larger errors in the derived activation 
energy. Thus, the pseudo-Arrhenius analysis is not quantita
tively valid for ion beam experiments. A  critical assessment 
of its validity for conditions of flow/drift tube experiments 
would require detailed analysis of the ion energy distribu
tions as a function of the drift field. The pseudo-Arrhenius 
presentation of the data can be useful for depicting qualita
tive differences of reactivity due to activation barriers, but 
can give only semiquantitative values of the true endother
micities.

plots (not shown) which have similar average slopes. The 
slopes of the lines match the SIFDT data reasonably well for 
reactions (1), (2), and ( 3a). The magnitude for the H2 reac
tion also matches very well, and is within the experimental 
uncertainty for reactions (2) and (3a). The only qualitative 
discrepancy is that our plot for reaction (3b) has negative 
slope, corresponding to a positive activation energy, while 
the SIFDT data has a zero or slightly positive slope, which 
was interpreted as meaning the reaction is slightly exoergic. 
It is not clear whether this discrepancy can be explained by 
the different energy distributions for the two experiments. 
Since the threshold energy for reaction (3b) is very small, it 
is possible that a high energy component in the ion energy 
distribution could increase the rate constant in the SIFDT 
experiment. It is also possible that our deconvolution proce
dure overestimates the threshold.

The slopes of the pseudo-Arrhenius plots were used to 
derive activation energies from the SIFDT results.19 In the 
pseudo-Arrhenius analysis, the mean interaction energy is 
converted to an effective translational temperature using the 
expression (2? ) =  (3 /2 )  kB . The activation energy is tak
en as the derivative E'a =  — (2/3)-rf(ln k ) / d ( \ / ( E ) ) .  
This is to be compared to the true Arrhenius activation ener
gy E a =  — d(ln k ) /d ( \ /k BT) . Since the interaction ener
gy distributions are not thermal, either in ion beam experi
ments or in flow/drift experiments, this treatment is not 
exact. The pseudo-Arrhenius approach is valid only to the 
extent that changing the ion energy approximates a change 
in the reaction temperature, which may be the case for very 
small accelerations of the ions through the Maxwell-Boltz- 
mann distribution of neutrals. However, the lines in Fig. 8

DERIVATION OF ENDOTHERMICITIES

The endoergicity of reaction (1), combined with auxil
iary thermochemical data, can be used to derive the bond 
energy D  £ (N H + ). Since this important bond energy is not 
accurately known spectroscopically, it is desirable to deter
mine the endoergicity as accurately as possible from the ion- 
molecule reaction experiments. The threshold energies listed 
in Table II represent phenomenological endoergicities for 
the reactions. The spread of values obtained for different 
cross section models gives an indication of their experimen
tal reliability. In the following, we discuss other possible 
sources of systematic errors in the results. Much of this dis
cussion applies to the other recent determinations17-19 of the 
reaction endoergicity as well as to the present work.

Rotational energy

As discussed above, the treatment of rotational energy is 
especially important in this system due to the small reaction 
endoergicity. The extent to which reactant rotational energy 
couples into the reaction coordinate will strongly influence 
the translational energy thresholds. This is demonstrated by 
the deviation between the threshold energies obtained by the 
empirical cross section models (which allow full coupling of 
reactant rotational energy) and those obtained from se
miempirical classical PST (which constrains rotational pro
motion of the reaction according to angular momentum con
servation ). It would be desirable to determine the rotational 
dependence of the reactions experimentally. This may be 
possible in low-temperature or beam experiments by exploit
ing the different rotational populations of ortho and para 
hydrogen.
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Electronic state of products

We have tacitly assumed that the N + +  H2 reaction 
produces ground state products. The NH + (42 ~ ) electronic 
state of products lies only 0.06 eV above the N H + (2II) 
ground state.66 Energetically, of course, only the ground 
state can be formed at the threshold. However, formation of 
the excited state could be a strongly competing process just 
above the threshold. This is particularly the case since the 
vibrational levels of the ground state are strongly perturbed 
by the upper state.67 Moreover, the ground state of the NH2+ 
intermediate correlates5 with the N H + (42 - ) +  H excited 
products in strict C „„ (H N H + ) symmetry, although it 
adiabatically correlates with ground state products for other 
geometries via an avoided crossing. Competition between 
the two product channels could influence the shape of the 
cross sections at low energies and therefore affect the extrac
tion of threshold energies. The PST calculations herein ne
glect the presence of excited product states.

Spin-orbit energy splittings

We have also neglected the spin-orbit splittings of 
N + ( 3P j ) reactant and N H + (2II) product. The drift cell ion 
source presumably creates an approximately 300 K  thermal 
population of the 3P0 (0.0 meV), 3P, (6.1 meV), and 3P2 
(16.2 meV) spin-orbit states of N + .27 This gives an mean 
thermal energy of 9.5 meV. Assuming that spin-orbit energy 
is available to drive the reaction, the effective energy thresh
olds should be increased by this amount. Spin-orbit coupling 
could also affect the reactivity.68 This seems unlikely, how
ever, since the spin-orbit interactions are much smaller than 
the electrostatic interactions between approaching reactants 
in this case.

Similar considerations for the products may apply since 
N H + (2I I ) has both J  =  3/2 and J — 1/2 spin-orbit compo
nents. The distribution of spin-orbit states in products is un
known. The spin-orbit coupling constant of N H + (2IT) is 9.6 
meV.66

Quadrupole moment of hydrogen

Molecular hydrogen has a permanent quadrupole mo
ment and the charge-quadrupole potential ( Foe r~3) is the 
leading term in the long-range potential. While the charge- 
induced dipole potential (F a r -4) is always attractive, the 
charge-quadrupole potential is either attractive or repulsive 
depending on orientation. We have previously presented a 
frozen-rotor approximation to the collision cross section for 
the charge-quadrupole plus charge-induced dipole poten
tial.20 In near-perpendicular X +-H 2 orientations, the colli
sion cross section is larger than predicted by the LGS model 
for the charge-induced dipole potential alone. In near-col- 
linear orientations, the cross section is smaller than LGS and 
even has a small energy threshold ( a few meV). Therefore, if 
collinear orientations were strongly favored for some reason, 
the reaction might exhibit an apparent activation energy 
which does not correspond to an endothermicity. There are 
two arguments against such an effect in the present system. 
First, no strong orientational dependence is expected on the 
basis of the known features of the potential energy surfaces.

Second, the variation of the experimental threshold energies 
due to zero-point energy differences would not be apparent if 
the thresholds were due to quadrupole repulsions. On the 
other hand, the anisotropic quadrupole term in the potential 
might affect the behavior of the cross section at low ener
gies.69,70 The PST calculations presented above neglect qua
drupole terms in the calculation of the centrifugal barrier for 
the “ loose”  transition state between the complex and reac
tant or product channels.

Thermochemical values

It is difficult to quantify the influence of each of these 
effects. For a best estimate of the heats of reaction, AH  £, we 
start with an average of the AE e values given in Table II for 
three forms of the cross section model where rotational ener
gy is explicitly considered, i.e., the two versions of Eq. (13) 
and PST. The mean AEe, 106 ±  20 meV ( ±  2 standard de
viations), is then readjusted for the known change in zero- 
point vibrational energy, AG(0), for each isotopic reaction. 
Finally, the values are adjusted by 9.5 meV to correct for the 
thermal spin-orbit energy of N + ( 3P ) . This procedure gives 
the following values: AH I  =  33 ±  24 meV for reaction (1), 
AH°0 =  61 ±  30 meV for reaction (2), AH°0 =  69 ±  27 
meV for reaction (3a) and AH°0 =  19 ±  27 meV for reac
tion (3b). The error limits combine the uncertainty in the 
AEe value and the (conservative) ±  0.1 eV lab uncertainty 
in the experimental energy scale. Despite the experimental 
difficulties in extraction of energy thresholds from the ener
gy-broadened cross section data, the uncertainties are 
smaller in absolute terms than those usually quoted for 
threshold energies obtained by beam guide methods (typi
cally ±0.05 to ±  0.2 eV). This is because the low endoergi- 
cities and the isotopic variations restrict the threshold ener
gies which can fit the data to a rather small range. However, 
the values depend somewhat on the cross section models 
used to analyze the experimental data. The error limits con
servatively reflect this uncertainty. A  better understanding 
of the threshold behavior in general and the rotational ener
gy dependence in particular would allow a higher degree of 
precision.

The other recent determinations of the reaction endo
thermicities agree with the present values within the uncer
tainty limits. For reaction (1), the previous values are 22 
meV from the gas jet experiment,17 18.5 meV for the ion trap 
experiment,18 and 37 ±  3 meV from the SIFDT19 experi
ments. These values are to be compared with A H  I — 33 
±  24 meV from the present work. The previous values are 
all corrected to 0 K  by adding in the mean rotational ener
gy.71 As discussed above, this correction assumes the rota
tional energy is entirely available to drive the reaction. This 
cannot be true and therefore the rotational correction is 
probably overestimated. The error limits placed on the value 
for A H  I from the present work include the uncertainty in 
the treatment of rotational energy.

Combining the well estabhshed heats of formation26 
AJ/;>0(N + ) =447.7 kcal/mol and A tf;>0(H ) =51.63 
kcal/mol with the reaction enthalpy for reaction (1) ob
tained here, A H  £ =  33 ±  24 meV or 0.76 ±0.55 kcal/mol, 
we can derive the heat of formation of N H +, AH }t0 (N H + )
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=  396.8 ±  0.6 kcal/mol. This compares very favorably 
with a recent value obtained by Gibson, Green, and 
Berkowitz30 from photoionization of NH2, A//^0 (N H + ) 
=  396.3 ±0.3 kcal/mol. Using the values AH°ffs (N ) 
=  112.534 kcal/mol and AH } 0 (H + ) =  365.2 kcal/mol,26 
we obtain the N H + bond energy D  °0 (N -H + ) =  80.9 ±  0.6 
kcal/mol (3.51 ±  0.03 eV). Finally, using the adiabatic ion
ization potential IP (N H ) =  13.49 ±  0.01 eV obtained by 
Dunlavey et al.12 from photoelectron spectroscopy [Foner 
and Hudson39 obtained IP (N H ) =  13.47 ±  0.05 eV from 
electron impact ionization threshold measurements], we 
can derive A#£0(N H ) =  85.8 ±  0.6 kcal/mol and 
D o (N H ) =  78.4 ±  0.6 kcal/mol (3.40 ±  0.03 eV).

CONCLUSION

Cross sections for the slightly endothermic reaction of 
N + ( 3P )  with H2, HD, and D2 to form N H + and N D + have 
been measured from thermal energies to 30 eV c.m. The re
sults complement recent measurements of the reaction rates 
at 300 K 19 and at very low temperatures.17,18

The low energy behavior of the cross sections is charac
terized by deviations among the isotopic channels due to 
zero-point energy differences in the reaction endoergicities. 
This behavior has been analyzed using empirical cross sec
tion models and classical phase space theory to obtain 
threshold energies for each reaction. The threshold energy 
yields the reaction endothermicity, A H  £ =  0.033 ±  0.024 
eV (0.76 ±  0.55 kcal/mol) for reaction (1), which agrees 
with recent independent determinations within its uncer
tainty. The largest source of uncertainty in the endothermi
city is not the experimental uncertainty of the cross section 
data, but rather arises from uncertainties in modeling the 
threshold behavior and in making corrections for reactant 
internal energy. The reaction endothermicity is used to de
rive the heat of formation AH°fs> (N H + ) =  396.8 ±  0.6 
kcal/mol, which is in good agreement with the value ob
tained in recent photoionization experiments by Gibson, 
Green, and Berkowitz.30

At high energies, the cross sections show behavior 
which is typical for ion-molecule reactions at energies where 
product dissociation becomes important. The energy depen
dence of the cross sections and isotope effects are consistent 
with the differential reactive scattering results of Mahan and 
co-workers.1-5
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